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Introduction: On What the Pandemic Gifted Us
This collection grew out of a graduate-level course on writing development and instruction for inservice teachers in the Department of Literacy, Language, and Culture at the University of Southern
Maine. The purpose of the course was two-fold: 1) to expand teachers’ pedagogical repertoires for
facilitating writing in K-12 contexts and 2) to cultivate teachers’ identities as writers. To support the
latter goal, we, the instructor (Nicole) and virtual poet-in-residence (Angela), collaborated to
integrate poetry workshops into six of the class’s Zoom sessions. Ahead of each workshop, teachers
wrote from a set of place-based provocations we created using Keri Smith’s How to be an Explorer of
the World: Portable Life Museum. The book, which is aimed at fostering observation through short
activities such as taking a daily walk or assembling a cabinet of curiosities, enabled us to scaffold
different types of writing about a place that was meaningful to the teachers. In all, teachers wrote
from five provocations, resulting in a prose poem, a guide poem, haikus and haigas as well as a
poem that drew readers into the sonic environment of their place and a poem that experimented
with the space on the page. It was through a study of craft, however, that the teachers were able to
shape these provocations into literary works with potential beyond the classroom.
To guide us on this craft journey, we turned to Robert Frost and his beloved poem “Birches.” We
began by examining the language and poetic devices such as alliteration, assonance, internal rhyme,
and onomatopoeia that create the poem’s sound, applying what we learned to our own work. In our
study of haiku, we followed the example of Maine poet Tina Lee and “haiku-ed” Frost’s “Birches,”
searching out lines with central images and strong emotions to shape into new poems. We grew
even bolder in our liberties with “Birches” when discussing lines and stanzas. An activity in which
we “re-broke” Frost’s lines to create a “new” poem showed us how line-length, ending words, and
stanzas can add layers to a poem’s meaning. Close attention to these details helped us see how we
could make our poems into places, visual landscapes to inhabit and explore.
Indeed, coming together to write, read, and share during this pandemic year, even for just for a brief
period, was a gift, and one that was possible only in the place of the virtual classroom. In this space,
Angela was able to join from Wisconsin, and Nicole from Maine, as teachers scattered across the
Northeast invited us into their classrooms and homes, offering glimpses of the worlds that breathed
life into these poems. The selections included in this collection were chosen by the writers as
representations of their best, most important work. While each piece began as a meditation on a
specific place, the finished poems are about family, love, fun, work, the passing of time, and
sometimes loss. In this collection, we see how places are not just backdrops for the experiences of
our lives, but are our lives, are us.
We hope that as you read this work, you too will get to know the places of these poems, and
through their places, know the writers. To say we feel fortunate to have supported the efforts of
these brilliant, dedicated educators would be an understatement. It was truly our honor.
- Nicole & Angela
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It’s that square beneath the peak of the barn roof. The platform
beside it, that’s for nesting, welcomes them in. Why do you
want owls? I ask, and the Old Man tells me, To keep down
the pigeons, they make messes, and I become a child
who sees messes, dung and dust smeared in the corners
of barns, every half-mile one like this, maybe red, maybe
abandoned. Five years a barn can stand empty of livestock
before the frost gets in and forces its fall. I am a child in love
with empty barns, one who climbs ladders to the lofts,
follows an old man’s memories of horses pulling wagons
from field to high doors swung open, the six-pronged
hay claw waiting on its track, gaping jaw to haul loose hay
load by load, filling the barn to its rafters. I follow my memories,
climb slats nailed to the wall, lay my belly over old growth
oak, wrap my thighs, shimmy past splinters. Below a cousin
makes a nest, says jump, through dust swirled by ropes, past
machinery installed like statuary, but where are they now,
the owls? I ask. Moved on, he says. I fly that dark hole into sky.
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You aren’t of them, but you remember: Tires burning. Police in riot gear. The sign that
said “Ohi:yo.” How you cried. In silence. How you knew affect and atmosphere. That road
was never yours to cross. That smoke was a signal. Your mother was wrong. You held
grief. A different kind of terror.
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She grabs it,
the key chain with the purple stone
that shimmers and shines
while flowers beneath rounded glass
appear to blow about by a gentle wind
jingle against the round disc
each time she goes on an
adventure.
A mere child’s creation to others
ordinary,
something to be discarded at the first chance.
But to her it is a treasure.
One not to be forgotten.
A reminder of its creator,
the boy,
each time the car key slides in the ignition.
For on the disc are their two images
frozen in time.
Teacher and student hand in hand.
The back simply, yet powerfully inscribed
Love Brody.
A thank you.
A reminder
to watch for the Brody’s of the world.
For unfortunately the world is full of them.
Lonely children
unsure of themselves
searching for what they are able to become.
Desiring to be heard,
seen for their potential.
The keychain a constant reminder
that these children are like the boy.
For like the flowers shimmering beneath the glass

they too can bloom and be
cultivated into the learners they desire to be.
If only given the chance.
If only someone takes notice.
Guides them.
Encourages them
to be all they can be.
The thought of more Brody’s out there
waiting to be found
keeps her on watchful alert as
she roams the world.
The constant jingling
always urging her on
in search of the next one.
It is a mission that will last a lifetime.
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